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What makes Roger so valuable in a Digital World? His stage presence, acting
ability, captivating storytelling, communication and engagement expertise...

MEET ROGER
Hi! I’m Roger Haskett. I am an award-winning keynote speaker, author of 'the me you want to be,’ and
President of Engagement Unlimited.

As a keynote speaker, I believe in

active participation, interactive engagement and increasing the

power of the people in the room or online. My first goal is to make my sessions lively, entertaining, and
full of applicable content that energizes and empowers the people in the room or online. My second
goal is to demonstrate how to change the engagement level of the participants so that engagement
resonates throughout the rest of the conference.

What this means for you is a keynote that can

change the trajectory of your conference. A keynote that

creates such positive engagement that the rest of your conference and the participants themselves
benefit (“Engagement: the gift that keeps on giving”).

I have created an innovative session format that ties stories, theory, and application together in an active

team-based game that primes every participant to learn deeper and stronger, connect deeper and
stronger and create more engagement in the room.
Most clients place me as the

opening keynote since that is where maximum value is produced.

Don’t take it from me, though. Click on samples of my talks (and video reactions of participants) and/or client
testimonials.

====>

“Hi Roger, it was great ‘seeing’ you online! Your dynamic

"I wanted to say how much I love your ‘Talking To People in a

in-person energy translates so well online. You are going

Pandemic’ series. You are so wonderful on stage and know just how

to thrive in this space! Thank you for the great session.”-

to adjust to being on an intimate screen. I am endlessly impressed.” -

Jennifer Kingen KushDigital Event Strategist

Heather Sharpe, President, Sherpa Group Events

WATCH SAMPLES OF
ROGER'S TALKS HERE

LINK TO
TESTIMONIALS

Some of our Clients

Awards & Honours
M+IT Magazine Hall of Fame Nominee
Meetingsnet Changemaker
MPI BC Supplier of the Year
MPI South Florida Program of the Year "Pressure Cooker Confidence"
MPI BC President's Award
Canadian Association of Professional Speakers "Rising Star"

